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Stephen Biesty's Cross Sections Castle
"Not many, if any, children’s books on the Middle Ages and castles contain the wealth of information found in this fresh,
appealing offering." -- SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL (starred review) What was it really like to live in a castle? Step back
to the Middle Ages with CASTLE DIARY: THE JOURNAL OF TOBIAS BURGESS. Eleven-year-old Toby’s vivid diary
entries offer an insider’s view of day-to-day castle life, including tips on etiquette (where do you spit at a feast?) and
exciting descriptions of hunting, jousting, and harvesting. Complete with glossary, index, and detailed endnotes, this is a
rich look at medieval life that informs as much as it entertains.
Each illustration in this book traces a craft or manufacturing process from raw materials through to the finished product.
The illustrations make many of the processes self-explanatory, and where further explanation is needed, Chester the
Tester and Q provide the answers, along with the text.
A collection of all the favourite Biesty titles: Incredible Cross-Sections, Incredible Explosions, Man-of-War, Castle,
Incredible Body, and Incredible Everything, together with new illustrations, never seen before. This book reveals the
insides of buildings, machines and landscapes, shows how many ordinary and extraordinary things are made and takes
you on a journey through the human body.
From Pytheas the Greek, who sailed to the Arctic Circle without a compass, to Neil Armstrong landing on the moon, here
are 14 extraordinary journeys by land, sea and air - each remarkable for the way it was made, for the technology behind it,
and for the inspiration it gave to future generations. Storytelling, fold-out cross sections, detailed maps and technical
drawings enable readers to experience the excitement of exploration.
History of Britain and Ireland
Absolutely Best Cross-sections Book Ever
Stephen Biesty's Incredible Pop-up Cross-sections
In Spectacular Cross-section
Stephen Biesty's Cross-sections Castle
Cross-sectional drawings depict castle life and the strategies of attackers and defenders during a siege
The cross-sections in this book are based on HMS Victory, which was built in 1765 and fought in the Battle of Trafalgar in
1805. She is moored permanently at Portsmouth and you can visit her.
Join us on a fascinating journey through the ages! Explore historical events through engaging explanations, incredible
illustrations, and stunning computer-generated images. A gorgeously illustrated guide to the history of the world, from
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what everyday life was like in medieval cultures to the ground-breaking, eco-friendly innovations of today. From the
disciplined armies of ancient Rome and the first flight of the Wright Brothers to World War II and post-colonial Africa, this
comprehensive history book brings historical events to life in incredible detail. World history is charted and celebrated
from every angle in this reference book. Perfect for making home learning fun, young readers will get to see what history
looked like through spectacular computer-generated images of key people, places, and events. Discover fantastic facts
about the history of everything. Comprehensive and authoritative information on a massive range of topics will inspire
young minds to learn more about history. Find out what everyday life was like in Egypt and how inventions like the printer
came about, and understand why the world went to war - twice. Packed with vivid depictions of history, this complete
visual reference guide shows you what other encyclopedias only tell you. Peek inside ancient buildings, meet ferocious
samurai warriors and marvel at elaborate outfits, all through highly detailed CGI images. A Fascinating Introduction to
The World Through Time Find out fun facts that will amaze and surprise you, and answer your burning questions about
some of history's key events, like the French Revolution or the Golden Age of Cinema. This book will transport you to the
most exciting times of the past, from our earliest ancestors right up to the world we live in today. Journey back in time
with this educational book of the events of the past! - The Ancient World - The Medieval World - The Age of Revolution The Age of Exploration - The Modern World Complete the Series: DK Book's Knowledge Encyclopedia Series makes the
most complex subjects easy to understand. Discover everything you need to know about the human body in Knowledge
Encyclopedia Human Body!, learn about the most exciting parts of space in Knowledge Encyclopedia Space!, and many
more!
Shows a variety of castles, and discusses their history, purpose, and construction
Stephen Biesty's More Incredible Cross-sections
Giant Vehicles
Egypt in Spectacular Cross-Section
Stephen Biesty's Cross-Sections Castle
The Past as You've Never Seen it Before
Find out how your body works. Let the explorers show you... What happens when you are sick. Why the brain is the most
sophisticated computer in the world. What makes your tummy rumble. What makes you dizzy.
Text and cross-section illustrations present inside views of a variety of subjects including a space station, airport, and
windmill.
Rocket enthusiast Norbert and amateur astronomer Izzy learn about the sun, planets, and moons on a tour of the solar
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system.
Follows historical events that occurred in London as well as famous people who inhabited the city.
Coolest Cross-sections Ever
A Year in a Castle
Stephen Biesty's Incredible Body
Rome
Knowledge Encyclopedia History!
New series from DK designed to help kids learn how to read and learn to love reading Galactic Mission is a 'Reading Alone' reader,
perfect for children who are proficient readers, developing the habit of reading widely for both pleasure and information. DK Reads
proves that good reads build great readers. Year 2098: planet Earth is dying. Five school children embark on a life or death mission
to the distant star system of Alpha Centauri to find a new home. Right from the start, the mission goes wrong, and the children find
themselves alone, facing the dangers ahead, using their courage and wits. But is everyone not as they seem? Galactic Mission is
part of the new DK Reads series, a three-level reading scheme that helps children become confident readers, featuring engaging
and illustrated topics, plus fun interactive aspects such as diaries, recipes, and games that support the national curriculum. DK
Reads is created in consultation with literacy experts and adheres to levelled reading scheme guidelines so the grammar,
vocabulary, and content are spot on for each stage. Now available with text that lights up as you read along and playful images and
sounds.
A brief history of the Aztec Indians including their way of life, religion, and rulers.
Stephen Biesty's Cross-Sections CastlePenguin
See inside fascinating cars, trains, trucks, tanks, etc.
Egypt
Incredible Cross-Sections
Space Explorer Atlas
Castles
Stephen Biesty's Incredible Body Cross-Sections
See inside some of the world s most enormous vehicles in this amazing lift-the-flap book by the award-winning, bestselling illustrator Stephen
Biesty. Discover eight monster machines: from the double-decker Airbus to the largest submarine on Earth, and from the planet s most
massive dumper truck to the biggest helicopter ever made. Little engineers will love finding out about motors, periscopes, rocket engines and
giant propellers in this fact-packed guide. Buckle up for the ride!
Step inside a magnificent 14th century castle and back in time This fully updated edition of Stephen Biesty's Cross-Sections Castle takes you
on an illustrated tour of a fully functioning 14th century castle. Explore life within the castle walls with colourful cut-away pictures that give you
a unique glimpse of Medieval life. Look at scenes around the castle, from the great hall, the kitchens, to the dungeons and battlements, to
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see how people lived. Interesting facts about the lives of the inhabitants take you even further in this unique exploration of history. The
illustrations in Stephen Biesty's Cross-Sections Castle are based on actual plans and architect's drawings and on every page you have the
chance to track down the enemy spy within the castle walls. Follow his progress as he passes through layers of fearsome defences! Packed
with gory historical details, Stephen Biesty's Cross-Sections Castle is a riveting read that will provide hours of entertainment for any
inquisitive mind and is a must for school projects on history.
Set in the future (2098), five school children have won an international competition to visit outer space. They will journey to the distant star
system of Alpha Centauri on the spaceship Argo to find a new home. Dramas unfold on the trip before they finally discover a new planet with
great potential for human life to survive. These 128-page books are perfect for elementary and middle grade students who can read alone
confidently. The narrative and dialogue are fictional and read like the novels this age group is just beginning to discover, but the books are
filled with nonfiction facts and information about the topic at hand. Interspersed throughout are genre spreads that make this a true DK book.
Photographs and illustrations throughout the book engage and interest readers as they access information and develop their reading
comprehension skills. Presented in chapters, the books in the DK Adventures series are perfect choices for kids who like to read for pleasure
and need to read for class.
Experience the world's most significant battles through bold, easy-to-grasp maps. Covering everything from the battlefields of the ancient
world to the bomb-scarred landscapes of World War II and beyond, this ebook includes engrossing maps telling the story of history's most
famous battles. Using brand new, in-depth maps and expert analysis, see for yourself how legendary military milestones were won and lost,
and how tactics, technology, vision, and luck have all played a part in the outcome of wars throughout history. Additionally, historic paintings,
photographs, and objects take you to the heart of the action; profiles introduce famous commanders and military leaders and analyze their
achievements; and the impact of groundbreaking weapons and battlefield innovations is revealed. Bursting with lavish illustrations and full of
fascinating detail, Battles Map by Map is the ultimate history ebook for map lovers, military history enthusiasts, and armchair generals
everywhere.
Stephen Biesty's Flying Machines
Castle
Battles Map by Map
Stephen Biesty's Incredible Cross-Sections

Discover the pivotal political, military, and cultural events that shaped British and Irish history, from Stone Age Britain to
the present day, in this revised and updated ebook. Combining over 700 photographs, maps, and artworks with
accessible text, the History of Britain and Ireland is an invaluable resource for families, students, and anyone seeking to
learn more about the fascinating story of the England, Scotland, Wales, and Ireland. Spanning six distinct periods of
British and Irish history, this ebook is the best way to find out how Britain transformed with the Norman rule, fought two
world wars in the 20th century, and faced new economic challenges in the 21st century. DK's visual guide places key
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figures - from Alfred the Great to Winston Churchill - and major events - from Roman invasion to the Battle of Britain - in
their wider context, making it easier than ever before to learn how they influenced Britain and Ireland's development
through the age of empire into the modern era.
Looks behind fortress walls to explore how they were built to house hundreds of people and animals, the important
rooms, the people who lived in them, and what castle life was like.
History comes alive in this incredible children's illustrated book about castles. Slicing through different areas of a
medieval fortress, extraordinary views reveal the people busy inside, preparing for battle as an enemy army approaches.
Packed with facts, you'll find out what it takes to build a massive 14th-century castle, dress a knight in armor, or prepare
a feast fit for a king or queen. From the drawbridge to the dungeon, Cross-Sections Castle swarms with the people who
keep the castle going--the workers, craftsmen, and servants. And, as you pore over every page, look out for the villainous
spy. Is he in the well... the keep... the moat? No? Keep looking, he's there somewhere! Back in print after 20 years, you
can now cheer on jousters, be entertained by a troubadour, and witness the gory details of a traitor's demise. This unique
illustrated book for kids is not just the story of a castle; it brings medieval history to life.
This giant pop-up book, combining Stephen Biesty's cross-sections with paper engineering, presents detailed views
inside various subjects with illustrations and pop-ups.
Capture These Facts, Photos, and Fun to Be King of the Castle!
Stephen Biesty's Castles
Plants Bite Back
Aztecs
Man-of-war
Learn about the lives of unusual flora with Plants Bite Back, this Level 3 DK Reader, now in ebook format.
Help your child learn to read and encourage a life-long love of reading whilst learning about the
fascinating plants from around the world that survive by attacking. The highly pictorial stories have lively
illustrations and a rich vocabulary with challenging sentence structure - ideal for children who are just
beginning to read alone. Plants Bite Back is perfect for reading aloud and you'll both love the playful
images.
The Ancient World is the perfect subject for Stephen Biesty's illustrations - beautifully constructed,
technologically advanced, and teeming with life. There are cross-sections, cut-aways and explosions,
authoritative annotations, lists and explanations. Covers: Rome - including the Colosseum, the Forum, the
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Baths and chariot racing at the Circus Maximus Egypt - including the Valley of the Kings, the pyramids and
Sphinx of Giza and preparation of a mummy and Egyptian funeral Greece -including Athenian warships at
the sacred island of Delos, the rich silver mines of Laurion, the Acropolis and the sacred oracle at Delphi
This book is destined to bring the ancient world to life for a wide range of readers.
Examines the evolution of castles, explores the daily life of the people living there, and shares stories of
sieges.
This illustrated book for children shows you how things work. Look inside the human body, explore the
magic of Venice, and take a tour around a movie studio - and much more! Part of a unique series, More
Incredible Cross-sections is Stephen Biesty at the top of his game. In this updated edition with a refreshed,
contemporary style, he gives readers an exploded view of 12 objects, places, landmarks, and modes of
transport. But look closer! In every picture is an alien who has lost his way: can you find him? As you pore
over Stephen Biesty's superbly detailed pages, you will also discover loads of awesome facts. Did you
know that steam engines were notoriously difficult to stop, leading to frequent accidents? Or that people
at an Antarctic research base rely on supplies from an aircraft's parachute drops during winter? From
windmills to cities, airports to space stations, More Incredible Cross-sections is for curious minds of any
age interested in finding out how our amazing world works.
Ancient World
The Fall of the Aztec Capital
DK Adventures: Galactic Mission
The Definitive Visual Guide
Stephen Biesty's Incredible Explosions
Following on from his internationally bestselling book on Rome, master illustrator Stephen Biesty brings his magic touch to the subject of
ancient Egypt. It is over 3200 years ago in ancient Egypt, in the reign of the great god-king Rameses II. And for 11-year-old Dedia, a great
adventure is about to begin. Join Dedia as he accompanies his father - and a couple of troublesome relations - on a once-in-a-lifetime journey
down the Nile. Among the splendours on the way, you will see... BL The hidden secrets of the Valley of the Kings BL Amun-Ra's magnificent
temple at Karnak (Luxor) BL Preparation of a mummy and an Egyptian funeral BL The pyramids and Sphinx of Giza BL The ancient Step
Pyramid at Saqqara BL Rameses's spectacular palace at Piramesse
This children's book explores the innermost workings of some extraordinary buildings and machines. From helicopters to submarines,
skyscrapers to coal mines, open up a fascinating world packed with unique and detailed cutaway drawings. Whether it's a Spanish galleon or a
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medieval castle, each cross-section slice or exploded view reveals what's going on inside. See the people swarming inside the Empire State
Building, the workers busy backstage at the opera house, and where the crew sleeps on a jumbo jet. Included also are two impressive foldouts
showing an ocean liner and a steam train. There are lots of fun facts to be discovered, and curious details are highlighted and explained. Did
you know one of the funnels of the Queen Mary liner was fake and used for storing deckchairs? And in almost every scene, there's the challenge
to find a man on the toilet! With more than a million copies sold, Stephen Biesty's award-winning illustrated book is as fascinating today as it
was when first published in 1992. Incredible Cross-Sections is the ultimate way to see how things work.
Offers intricate cross-sections of machinery, industrial processes, and buildings from a mummy to a rocket, along with detailed studies of a
medieval castle, an 18th-century British warship, and the human body.
Text and detailed drawings follow the planning and construction of a "typical" castle and adjoining town in thirteenth-century Wales.
Castle Diary
Stephen Biesty's Cross-sections, Castle
Galactic Mission
The Ultimate Book of Cross-sections
Great Explorers

New master work by worldwide bestselling illustrator Stephen Biesty. The scene is Rome in AD 128. Join up with Marcus
Cotta and his 9-year-old son Titus as they spend a festival day together in Rome. Each picture shows in extraordinary
detail the everyday scenes and major monuments of the imperial city. Numerous cutaways enable the reader to look into
the buildings, to see what the people are doing and how the buildings are constructed. Travel through Rome in one day
and see what life was really like in ancient times. * The lavish illustrations include: a wild animal show at the Colosseum
(teaming with 50,000 spectators); horse racing at the Circus Maximus; bathing at the Baths of Trajan; festival day at the
Temple.
This children's book explores the innermost workings of some extraordinary buildings and machines. From helicopters to
submarines, skyscrapers to coal mines, open up a fascinating world packed with unique and detailed cutaway
drawings.Whether it's a Spanish galleon or a medieval castle, each cross-section slice or exploded view reveals what's
going on inside. See the people swarming inside the Empire State Building, the workers busy backstage at the opera
house, and where the crew sleep on a jumbo jet.There are lots of fun facts to be discovered, and curious details are
highlighted and explained. Did you know one of the funnels of the Queen Mary liner was fake, and used for storing
deckchairs? And in almost every scene there's the challenge to find a man on the toilet! Incredible Cross-Sections is the
ultimate way to see how things work.
Illustrates one year of daily life at a medieval castle.
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This is a portrait of ten real castles in history. Stephen Biesty's illustrations combined with Meredith Hooper's text bring
the castles to life by introducting their knights and kitchenmaids, sultans and samurai, soldiers and spies.
The Journal of Tobias Burgess, Page
Stephen Biesty's Incredible Everything
Through Time: London
Detailed illustrations with explanatory captions and narrative text survey some sites in ancient Egypt,
including the Valley of the Kings, and the harbour at Elephantine.
Working from plans of an actual 14th century European castle, Stephen Biesty has sliced the building into
various cross-sections, each one teeming with life and detail.
How does the body protect itself from infections? What makes your tummy rumble? Are you taller at the
beginning or end of the day? This extraordinary book actually takes you inside - and around - the human
body to see how it works, with the help of some truly unique illustrations and some very small people!
Explore your brain, your bones, and everything in between in incredible cross-section drawings of all the
body systems. Inside each one are teams of tiny characters busy at work, and explaining what's going on.
Every page is packed with jaw-dropping facts. Did you know that the skin is your largest organ - in an
adult, it's 2 sq m (22 sq ft). Have you ever thought about how heavy the brain is? Well, it's about 1.4 kg (3
lb) and is crammed with 100 billion nerve cells that help you think and move. And by the time you turn
75, your heart will have pumped blood around your body 4,000 million times! With the challenge of
finding two tiny explorers making their way through the body, learning about anatomy has never been so
much fun!
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